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01YMEC WARM-UP. Dawn Frazer and Jon Konrads Smash Records. 
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The Olympic flag flies over the North Sydney Pool,for 

the Australian swimming titles. These are trials farthe 

Rome games, too. 

Barry Holmes of New South Wales in a forward one and a 

half somersault. 

Ken Grotty of Victoria, with one of the dives that clinches 

HIS place in the tean for Rome. 

The divers may go to America before the Olympics to train 

under leading United States coaches. It would be hard to 

improve on this back one and a half somersault , though. 

Barry Holmes id the winner and our main Olympic diving hope. 

But it's in the swimming events that world records crash. 

Here's the men's hundred and ten yards butterfly, with 

sixteen year old Neville Hayes setting a great pace. 

At the turn there's little between Hayes and Berry, who's 

only fourteen. It's a great battle over the last fifty 

five yards. 

Inch by inch Hayes draws ahead to beat his youngef rival 

by four fifths of a second. And Hayes' time of one 

minute three seconds is a world record.... and a fifth of a 

second better than the previous best time. 

Now the women's two twenty free style. Dawn Frazer, who's 

already broken three world records in these Olympic trials, 

is a warm favorite. She's in lane four , with Ilsa Konrads 

next to her and then Sandra Morgan. 

: At the first turn Dawn's already in front, and swimming 

magnificently. 

: Shefordes furthur ahead, with Ilsa Konrads five yards furthur 

back and Sandra Morgan third. 

: Ilsa*s trying desperately to make up the leeway, but Dawn 

has streaked away to a ten yard lead, breaking her own world 

: record three point one seconds better. What a magnificent 

: swimmer, and what a pair she and Ilsa will be at the Rome 

Olympic Games this year. 

7 Row for the men's sixteen yards freestyle, with Jon Konrads 

in lane four. If you can't pick him out right now, don't 

worry. After a few laps you'll see him WAY out on his own. 

: He's set twenty six world records since last Olympic Games.. 

and here's another an the way. A quick, powerful turn and off 

on the second lap, with twenty eight still to go. 

$ What a magnificent style Konrads ftas with tremendous power 

in arms and legs. 

: We can't show you ATT, the race, but hefs been swimming at this 

speed for sixteen minutes now. That takes BEA1 physical 

condition. 
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On the last lap he's nearly a minute ahead of his nearest 

rival. 

The crowd urges him on as he finishes his amazing swim.... 

slabbing his own world record time by seventeen point 

seven seconds. 

Australia's team for the Olympics in Rome looks like 

beihg the strongest ANY country has ever entered, Hopes for gold 

medals are high....in a team which boasts world champions like 

Dawn Frazer and Jon Konrads. 


